DWS is a leading provider of
Oracle JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
software services and products
Since 1998, we have been providing development and technical services to
organizations looking to customise, integrate, extend, upgrade or support
implementations of EnterpriseOne.
We also sell testing products that leverage our deep domain expertise and that help
customers run smaller, faster and smarter projects.

Real Outcomes

Proven Methodology

• Reduce your custom footprint by up to 75%

As one of the world’s leading JD Edwards specialists
we concentrate on what we know best; helping our
customers get the most from their investment in JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne.

• Reduce the risk associated with a JDE E1 upgrade
• Deliver fixed price and fixed timescale projects
• Reduce testing cost and effort by up to 85%
• Deliver the lowest defect levels in the market
• Reduce the effort of staying code-current
• Drive down the total cost of owning JDE E1
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Test

We maintain quality of service by employing the
most knowledgeable and experienced JD Edwards
developers we can find; some of whom helped to
develop EnterpriseOne. This intimate knowledge of
the code base allows us to develop products and
services that integrate seamlessly with JDE E1.
As a result, we provide development and upgrade
services to the highest possible standard, with
the lowest defect levels in the market, resulting
in minimal impact on the day-to-day running of
your organization.
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Products & Services
DWS is recognized as one of the world’s leading technical service and solutions companies, specializing solely
in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne. We have a history of excellence and innovation that enables us to bring product
and service offerings to the market that continually drive down your costs and drive up the quality of your
JDE E1 system.
Our unique go-to-market propositions are delivered in two different ways. Firstly, as tools that our teams use to deliver
services to our customers – what we refer to as software-led services.
Secondly, as software products (available on a subscription basis) that help customers better understand, manage and
maintain their implementations of JDE E1.

DWS Dimension™

Develop

Current

DWS provides software development expertise and
support to companies who want to customize and
extend JD Edwards EnterpriseOne to meet their specific
business requirements.

DWS offers a code-current service on a fixed-price
subscription basis; enabling our customers to become
more agile and take advantage of the latest product
updates from Oracle JD Edwards.

Upgrade

CNC

DWS eliminates the risks associated with change events;
reducing your modified footprint and delivering fixed price
and timescale upgrades with the lowest defect rate in the
industry.

DWS maintains a highly experienced EnterpriseOne CNC
infrastructure department, available to help with all your
systems administration needs; including upgrades, audits
and migrations.

Test

Support

Our innovative test planning, management and automation
products are available from the Cloud on a subscription
basis; together they can reduce testing effort and costs
buy up to 85%.

DWS offer a comprehensive technical training and
support service; not just for the duration of a discrete
project, but over the life-time of your investment in JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne.
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